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Starting with a clean slate or de.an a ircraft is the correct approach. 

• USAF PERIODICAL 62-1 

THE EDITOR'S VIEW 
Perhaps the greatest single source of improvement in 

safe flying is improvement in communication . Simple? 
Not by any means, To date, it has been one of the 
most difficult of problems faced by any industry. Because 
the Air Force is one of the largest organizations in being, 
the problem becomes even more complex. And because 
safety in flight operations involves not only the Air Force, 
but many of the largest industries and governmenta l 
agencies in the nation, our complexity is further com
pounded to astronomical proportions. 

Many times, we in the Directorate of Flight Safety 
Research are unable to accomplish our jobs effectively, 
because you in the field do not furnish us with the ammu
nition we sorely need . Not bullets, but good old paper: 
Incident Reports, Unusual Occurrence Reports, EURs, URs, 
Operational Hazard Reports. All too often, information 
is received too late for effective action to be taken. 
Recently, three century series aircraft were lost as a 
result of flight control malfunctions. Once these accidents 
occurred, the using organizations began sending infor
mation concerning numerous similar malfunctions of flight 
control systems that had occurred prior to these accidents. 
If these incidents had been properly investigated and 
reported at the time of their occurrence, there is no doubt 
that some of these accidents could, and would have been 
prevented. 

( 

1 

On another century series aircraft, a modification had 441 
been developed to improve its chances of successful barrier 
engagement. The modification schedule was not being 
accomplished rapidly enough. We could have used all 
the information that units in the field could supply regard- t 
ing unsuccessful engagements to justify our insistence on 
greater production speed. Not one report was submitted, 
although four incidents were known to have occurred 
where the barrier did not engage the aircraft. 

These are not isolated instances. In order to conduct 
an efficient, effective accident prevention program, we 
must have knowledge of trends. Help us help you by re
porting anything and everything that affects the safety 
of our aircraft and aircrews. 



.. 
Apolog ies and Kudos 

December issue of FL YING SAFETY 
erroneously lists Randolph AFB as rec ipi
ent of a Flight Safety Award for the first 
half of 1958. This information is incorrect. 
Craig AFB received the cited award. Re
quest that the next issue give due credit to 
Craig AFB. During 1958 that base has 
nown over 57,000 hours in T-33s with on ly 
one accident. Craig has flown over 105.000 
hours in 599 days without a T-33 landing 
accident. The accomplishments of all pilots 
assigned to Craig during 1958 should not 
go unrecognized. 

COMA TC Randolph AFB, Texas 
Kudos and apologies to th e lads at Craig. 

* * * Forms 781 
Here are a few excerpts from Letters to 

the Editor with reference to the article 
t itled "Change in Form" published in 
November. 

* * * ... T hese errors are all so obvious they 
seem intentional. The unfortunate crew 
chief who would bring a form filled out in 
this manner to our Forms Inspector would 
spend half the night correcting the di s
crepancies. 

T/ Sgt. Harold P. Mankenberg 
28th Bomb. Wg, Ellsworth AFB. 

* * * .. . I can still hear the screams from the 
Form 5 ection when they record the t im e 
and from the pilot at the end of the month 
when he does not get his flying pay. "I 
flew from here to here on this da te. Why 
didn't I get paid?" The first answer is, he 
didn' t log his time on the form. The second 
is, he should have gotten his time in before 
the 20th if he wanted his pay by the first 
of the next month. I've worked close 
enough to the Form 5 Section to know that 
they have some real headaches in decipher
ing what pilots write on the form s. 

1st Lt Eric G. Stone 
6580th Fld Maint. Sq 
Holloman AFB, New Mex. 

* * * ... The Lieutenant must have goofed. 
Maj. Clarence W. Brown 
4AF Hamilton AFB, Calif. 

* * * . .. During my lunch hour, I was enjoying; 
reading your wonderful magazine, but I al
most gagged on my chow wh en I read your 
most informative article about "Change of 
Form" in rngards to the many, many minor 
errors shown on your samples. 

T/ Sgt Frank J. Niess 
1 502d ATW (MATS) 
APO 953 San Francisco 

* * * . . . Your reproduction of the AFTO Form 
781, Part 1, indicates some errors that are 
probably screaming to be corrected by vir
tually every Form 5 Clerk in the country. 
Your article is very interesting to main
tenance men and pilots. A little more de
tail, however, could have been given to fill-
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ing out part I. This would benefit both 
pilots and the Form 5 clerks, in the long 
run. 

M/Sgt James R. Thompson 
307th Bomb. Wg. SAC 
Lincoln AFB, Nebraska 

* * * ... In glancing over your form samples 
I've discovered many discrepancies. I may 
have missed a few. 

T/ Sgt Elmer K. Koontz 
3640th Flt. Line Maint. Sq 
Laredo AFB, Texas 

* * * .. . The article "Change of Form" has been 
very helpful to pilots at this station. Keep 
up the timely information. 

Lt. Col. H. 0 . Bordelon 
FSO, Sacramento AMA, Calif. 

* * * . . . It is not easy for the Form 5 people 
to read your minds. Why don' t you pilots 
help us a little more and cut out the ex
cessive phone calls necessary to complete 
the Part I? 

Hazell Scott 
Flight Records Section 
3800th Support Sq. ATC 
Randolph AFB, Texas 

* * * . .. While reading your informa tive article, 
"Change of Form," I ran across the state
ment, "The Air Force has a new 'Score
board' these days, and maintenance men 
need pilots' help to fill it out properly." 
Don't get me wrong now. I'm not knocking 
the pilots, bu t after looking at the AITO 
form s used in the illustrations, I believe 
we all need some help and a better knowl
edge of what is contained in T.O. 00-20A-l , 
dated 1 July 1958. 

S/ Sgt Homer Gray 
3551 st Flt. Line Ma int. Sq 
Moody AFB, Georgia 

Check Page 25. 

* * * Instrument Approach Chart 
I've read with much interest the arti cle 

in the October issue entitled " Get It In a 
Package." The article, however, did not 
reveal a design discrepancy which has al
ways been a pet peeve of most pilots . 

In the article it is stated that "you need 
a book that will fit conveniently in the cli p 
of your flyin g suit, or under the clip of your 
standard clipboard." Neither of these ar
rangements have ever been sa ti factory. 
Placing the Instrument Approach Chart in 

th e clip on the flying suit does not on
form to the latest advice from physiological 
studies that recommend a minimum of head 
movement when Aying instruments. In addi
tion , lighting for the Instrument Approach 
Chart is usually not provided or is i nade
quate. The clip board is in the same ca te
gory. It is usually balanced on the knee, 
prnpped up on the instrum ent panel or the 
windshield. 

The Instrument Approach Chart must be 
con idered as much an in strument as the 
altimeter, gyrosyn compass, clock, rate of 
climb, and so on, as it dictates altitudes 
to be flown , cou rses to follow, times to 
make good, rates of descent, and so on. So 
wi th out an Instrument Approach Chart 
properly loca ted and well lighted, th e rest 
of the instruments are worthless. 

A well lighted Instrument Approach 
Chart has been in evidence in some of the 
later and widely used types flown recently, 
like the C-121, C-97, C-124, C-131, C-133, 
C-130, T-33, B-57, F-86, F-84F and F-lOOD. 
Lack of a suitable place to prop the Instru
ment Approach Chart was apparent in an 
F-101 MTD attended recently. In my pres
ent assignment I have the opportuni ty to 
become acquainted with and Ay the latest 
type of equipment entering this theater and 
have yet to observe a new design incor
porating a provision for a permanent In
strument Approach Chart holder, and as 
th e article states, the pilot is required to 
" juggle" his l ibrary aloft. 

The pi lot of the C-133 is forced to put 
the Chart on the control quadrant and the 
pilot of the C-130 can stuff the corner of 
the chart behind some sound-proofing ma
terial. In both cases, in these later types, it 
usually winds up on the floor, obscures 
an instrument or interferes wi th a control. 

How many IPs have handed a pilot an 
Instrument Approach Chart when he is 
first checking out in a new aircraft and 
watched him fish around for a good place 
to lay it while he makes his letdown? In 
more than 11,300 hours of military flying, 
I've seen this chart precariously balanced 
in every place but the ceiling. 

Automatic landing devices are still a 
long way from being an entity for everyday 
use and our most modern fighters, bombers, 
and transports are being equipped wi th 
OMNI and T ACAN for which an Instru
ment Approach Chart is still required in 
o~r - to ~.uote the article - "Black Box 
Alf Force. 

Proper consideration has not been given 
t.o cockpi t layouts in new designs for a 
blank space as part of the instrument panel , 
with clip and light attached, to fix the 
Instrument Approach Chart in proximity to 
the instruments during descent. 

We have only ta check the records of 
accidents caused by misreading the infor
mation on the chart (or even reading the 
wrong chart) to agree that much can be 
done to improve our position in affording 
the pilot a suitable reference to his basic 
guide during an instrument letdown. It is 
recommended, therefore, that due consider
ation be given to the layout of a cockpit 
to provide a pace for the miniaturized 
looseleaf Instrument Approach Chart. 

Lt. Col. Samuel C. Burgess 
4440th Aircraft Delivery Gp (TAC) 
APO 10 New York, N. Y. 

Can't argue that the problem exists. We've 
passed your letter to W A DC for consider
ation. 



The U. S. Air Force spends billions for good materiel, 
but all the money in the world won't buy good maintenance. 

Many people do not realize it, but at any given 
rnornenl of the day the United States Air Force 
has approximately 1150 aircraft airborne some

where in the world. In the last ixty seconds, these air
craft have flown some 4750 miles. This is an air operation 
far in exces of any other air organization in the world . 
For example, the combined civil fleet of the nited State 
represents something less than 1500 airplanes total. In 
the Air Force we cross Lhe United States in a minule; in 
one hour we fly the equivalent of the distance to the moon, 
and to the sun in two week . 

What are the costs in aircraft accidents that resu It 
from such operations? Since 1950, Air Force aircraft 
accidents have resulted in 5,599 aircraft being destroyed, 
2,764 pilot being fatally injured, and 1,260 pilot re
ceiving major, non-fatal injurie. These do not include 
any combat losses. This is the accident price that has 
been paid to train for the Air Force mi sion. 

As you can see from Figure 1, the accident rate has 
steadi ly declined from 1921 to date. The rate is based on 

major accidents per hundred thousand hours of flying 
time. While the over-all accident rate is steadily de
creasing, as we approach the ultimate figure of zero, our 
job becomes increasingly harder. In addiLion, the dotted 
curve here gives the fatal accident rate. While this rate 
i also declining, the curve eems to be leveling off. For 
the last three year the rate i three. Thi means that in 
1956, with an accident rate of fifteen, and a fatal acci· 
dent rate of three, one in five major accidents was fatal. 
whereas in 1958 almost one accident in three was fatal. 

My purpose is to di cus in some detail our experience 
in the Air Force with all type of aircraft mishaps, major 
and minor accidents and incidents, with a view to isolat
ing some problem areas for further consideration by 
maintenance people. Let's take a look now at the cause 
of our mishaps. 

You'll note in Figure 2 Lhat cause factors are generally 
broken down to Pilot, Materiel, Maintenance. Support 
and Supervision. Where our investigations were detailed 
enough, we may find maintenance to be involved in the 

Materiel Minus Main._ 
Colonel John A. Herrington, Chief, Research 
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1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 
CAUSE (9 MOS.) 

PILOT 49% 48% 44% 41 % 42% 
MATERIEL 23% 24% 26% 3 1% 32% 
MAINTENANCE 5% 4% 4% 5% 5% 
SUPPORT 1% 1% 2% 1% 1% 
SUPERVISION 4% 4% 6% 5% 7% 
OTHER 18% 19% 18% 17% 13% 

Figure Two-Primary Causes of Major Accidents 

failure, but in most case , the evidence we need is lost in 
the crash. For our discussion, let's lump together all 
materiel failures and malfunctions and examine them 
from a maintenance man's viewpoint. 

In order to examine our experience in detail, one 
should select a base period far enough in the past to 
insure that the cause for the mishap has been finally 
determined and all of the discussion back and forth is 
settled. I have chosen the period 1 July 1956 through 
30 June 1957 as the base period for my statistics. During 
this period the Air Force experienced a total of 2638 
mishaps. Perhaps an explanation of what constitutes the 
various types of mishaps is in order at this point. The 
difference between a major and a minor aircraft accident 
is in the number of manhours required to repair the 
damage, with the major accident being the most serious. 
To define an incident as used in the Air Force, let me 
give you some examples. 

• The loss of canopies, doors and hatches in flight in 
which there is no other damage to the aircraft, and crew
members are not injured. 

• Hail or ice damage, lightning strikes and bird 
strikes, when no other aircraft damage results. 

• Any mishap occurring on the ground when no flight 
was intended, uch as an engine fire or a blown tire, while 
the ground crew is runnin g-up or taxiing the airplane. 

Figure three shows the breakdown of these 2,638 mis
haps. In six per cent of the cases the cause was undeterm
ined. This means that we found the pieces of the airplane 
on the side of the mountain somewhere, or that the pieces 
tri ckled down out of an overcast and we were never able 
to determine what happened. Also in this category would 
be those cases where airplanes just took off and were 
never heard of again. 

In 46 per cent of the cases, unsafe conditions were the 
primary cause factor. An unsafe condition applies to 
materiel failures or malfunctions in the aircraft, or to 

. conditions outside of the aircraft. I'll say more about 
this later. 

In 48 per cent of the cases, unsafe acts were com
mitted which were the primary cause of the mishaps. An 
unsafe act, of course, is that error by personnel which 
caused the accident or incident. This error could be in 
either omission or commission. 

One further word about unsafe conditions and unsafe 
acts. It is extremely difficult to separate clearly the unsafe 
act from the unsafe condition, since each has a bearing 
on the other. An unsafe act may induce an unsafe con
dition or an unsafe condition can, in turn, induce an un
safe act. Here is an example: 
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Twice during thi s base period bein" considered, an 
experienced maintenance man changed the bomb bay tank 
boost pump in one of our aircraft and wound up with 
the hot wire attached to the ground. The resulting ex
plosion destroyed the aircraft in both cases. Now it so 
happens that there is a block of these aircraft in the 
inventory that are not standard. In thi s particular block 
of aircraft the white wire attaches to Pin A, and the 
black wire to Pin B, which is directly reversed from the 
majority of the similar type airplanes . 

In the maintenance instruction handbook it clearly 
spells out that you look at the tail number of the aircraft, 
and if you have one of these that has the reversed wiring, 
you should hook up the bomb bay tank boost pump in 
the manner outlined in the handbook. 

Yet, twice during this one-year period an experienced 
mechanic- I might say a too experienced type-changed 
boost pumps exactly as he had changed many, many other 
boost pumps, and wound up with a hot wire attached to 
the ground and caused an explosion . This is an unsafe 
condition inducing an unsafe act. 

The unsafe condition block of 46 per cent is actually 
40 per cen t materiel failure or malfunction , and six per 
cent miscellaneous. This, in effect, separates the airplane 
from its environment. The six per cent miscellaneous 
covers such items as communications difficulties, airfield 
hazards and so on, which are external to the airplane itself. 

From here on, let's take the materiel fai lure or mal
function block and break it down in detail to see if there 
are not some things that we can do to improve the situ
ation. Let's break out the various systems of the aircraft 
and see which ones are causing the difficulty . 

• The propulsion system, 34 percent. 
• External components, 27 per cent. 
• Landing gear, 11 per cent. 
• Fuel system, 4 per cent. 
• Flight controls, 3 per cent. 
• "Other," 21 per cent (electrical system, hydraulic 

system and basic airframe). 
Now then, let's take a look at the jet propulsion sys

tem's involvement in Air Force mishaps. (Figure four). 
The total number of mishaps where the primary cause was 
materiel failure or malfunction of the turbine engine is 
254. These are broken down by the various components 
within the jet propulsion system, and I would like to say 
a few words about each as we go along. 

First, there's the compressor section. We still have some 
problems with fatigue in the compressor blades, also 
some shroud rub, but by far, the greatest problem en-

Figure Th ree 
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Forty per cent of all jet engines received for overhaul suffer from foreign object damage-sometimes small tools . 

countered wilh the compressor in our axial flow jets is 
brought about through foreign object damage to the com
pressor section. It is thought, in some circles, that foreign 
objects are mainly rocks and other debris picked up off 
the ground and ingested by the engine. This has not 
proved to be the case. Occasional! y we do find some rocks 
or debri in our engines, in addition to tool or lunch 
buckets. By and large, however, the predominance of 
foreign object damage is caused by small screws or por
tions of access panels or latching mechanisms which are 
ingested by the engine after they've come loose from the 
duct or adjacent aircraft structure. Or, perhaps they were 
left in the ducts during assembly or maintenance. It has 
been revealed that out of all jet engines received by over
haul facilities , 40 per cent are suffering from foreign 
object damage. This is a tremendous expense to the Air 
Force in unscheduled overhaul of the engines and re
placement of damaged parts. 

The moral to this story to maintenance readers is ob
vious: Close attention to detail when working around the 
scoop can certainly contribute a great deal to the re
duction of this foreign object damage. 

The picture above shows an example of foreign object 
damage incurred when a mechanic left a pair of needle
nosed pliers in Lhe comp ressor after checkin g a component 
of the engine. These are Lhe stator rings of the first three 
stages of the compressor, and on the littl e sheet of paper in 
Lhe foreground is what remains of the needle-no ed plier . 
These parts were found in the compressor bleed valve 
after this aircraft wa successfull y landed. Despite con
siderable damage to the compressor, this engine ran well. 
The only manifestation was a slight power tall at 70 per 
cen t rpm. 
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1ext, let's take a look at the fuel sy tern. Here we are 
talking about the high pressure fuel system for the engine 
not the aircraft fuel ystem itself. We have experienced 
two basic problems with the engine fuel sy tern. 

First, we have difficulties with fuel metering. Our fuel 
control requirements are such as to require close tol er
ances in many of its several ystems or sub-sytern . Per
haps in our race for performance we are shaving these 
tolerances a little close. 

The other big problem in the fuel system has to do 
with leak throughout the basic engine fuel system itself, 
and these leaks seem to be centered in co nnections (con
nections of all kinds have their own unique leaks). Here 
are a few examples of what we're running into, in dealing 
with this problem. 

One case was a burn-through on a jet engine which 
was caused by a fuel leak in the main fuel distribution 
system. The main fuel manifold come around the engine 
just forward of the frame where the burn-through oc
curred, and right behind the cluster of fuel nozzles. There 
was a leak in the connection between the nozzle cluster 
and the fuel manifold which resulted in a burn-through 
of the engine at this point. This is a particularly in idious 
type of burn-through in an engine because, while in this 
case the burn-through wa caused by a leak in the fuel 
line, we have other cases that look almost identical with 
Lhe burn-through being caused by a misaligned burner 
can downstream of the fuel nozzle. A closer look at the 
engine high pressure fuel system shows the predominance 
of our problems centered around those engines having 
afterburners and the plumbing associaled with Lhe after
burner. 

s 
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Figure Four- USAF Accidents/ Incidents caused by materiel failure or malfunction of turbine e ng ine- I July 1956 thru 30 June 1957. Total 254. 

There was another case involving the fuel distribution 
system on a jet engine. The system takes.the fuel from .a 
manifold around the aft frame of the engme and passes it 
through a series of 24 tubes called pigtails, because of 
their shape, and into the individual fuel spray nozzles 
within the afterburner. A broken pigtail results in jet 
fuel spraying out at this particularly hot section. of the 
engine, and we have many, many fires and ex~los10ns re· 
suiting from this problem. Several points of interest for 
maintenance people appear here. 

First, these pigtails are ju t not quite symmetrical in 
any axis. They cannot be rever ed end for end or rotated 
180 degrees around the longitudinal axis without resu lt
ing in a misalignment. Many times mechanics ha.ve re
versed a pigtail or rotated it and forced the fitting to 
uch a point that they could enga~e the first threa?. of 

the B-nut on the fitting. This results m the same condit10n 
that you and I have encountered. in forcin~ a carb~retor 
line on a Model-T Ford. We wmd up with a stnpped 
thread or a cross-threaded B-nut which later comes loose 
in Bi o-ht, with disastrous results. Very close attention to 
the p~oper mating of these joints-and there are 48 of 
them around the aft section of this engine-is nece sary 
during assembly. Proper torquing procedures must be 
followed to prevent leak , and as an added safety feature 
make sure the B-nuts are safetied in the made-up and 
torqued position. Here is a real fertile fi eld for mainte
nance people. I'll have more to say about the fuel system 
later. For now, let's pas to the turbine section of the 
engine. 

The basic problem with the turbine section of the jet 
eno-ine seems to center around over-temperature. The 
co~ponents of the hot section are getting too hot and as 
a resul t, are failing in service prematurely. The problem 
here seem to be the need for better methods of recog
nizing over-temperature conditions, such a instrumenta
tion and some knowledo-e of what to do to correct the 

0 h' condition before the results are catastrop ic. 

Let's talk about the main bearings and lube system. 
The basic problem here is lack of lubrication. Either the 
airplane wa not properly ser viced with oil, or a leak 
developed somewhere within the rste~ (some of tho e 
connection that we had trouble with m the fuel system 
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are acting up again) , or something plugged up the last 
chance screens or orifice within the high pressure oil 
system. 

To continue with the various components, the next in 
order of importance is the accessorie ection. (See Figure 
4.) This has to do with combustion tarters blowing up 
on the ground, and some problems with reduction gear 
drives and constant speed drives . Under the next block, 
exhau t section, primarily some afterburner difficulties
hardware difficulties. Under the mall section on com
bustion, this is mainly burner can difficultie . 

And now we come to that big undetermined block of 
64 mishaps. This means that we were unable to pinpoint 
the primary cause of the accident with sufficient confi
dence to place it in one of the other blocks up . abovi:. 
However we didn't lo e all of the resu lts of the rnvest1-
gation c~ncerned. We do know certain things- for ex
ample: of the 64 mishaps, 40 were caused by or had the 
manifestation of a Bameout in Bight, and 15 of the e 64 
mishaps were inBight fires or explosions. So as to put 
this in the proper per epective, we must take the e ~O 
Bameout and 15 fires and explosions and put them up m 
the other section most probably they belong in the fuel 
system-so that we can say with a rea .onab~ e degree of 
confiden ce that the fue l system, the engme high pressure 
fuel ystem, is the umber One offending component 
section of the turbine jet engine and replaces the com
pressor. 

Just one word about what thi s data represents Lo the 
Air Force. otice the mall fi gures at the end of the chart 
(Figure 4). These are millions of dollars involved; and 
the lo s-compressor ection, 27 million, fuel system, 10 
million, turbine, 16 million, main beari~gs and lu_be, 20 
mi llion undetermined and the other sect10ns combmed
add up' to a total los to the Air Force fo~ thi one-~e~r 
period of 90 million dollars in d~stroyed a1r~raft. Thi 1 
just to replace the hardware. This does not mclude such 
costs as training or the rep lacement of personnel who are 
irreplaceable. 

Good maintenance i a result of good training and the 
ri ght mental attitude of all concerned . 

Materiel Minus Maintenance Equals Mishaps. A 
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First Lieutenant 

CHARLES 0 . COOCAN 
3560th Pilot Training Wing, Webb AFB, Texas 

* Lt. Coogan was assigned as instructor in a T-33A. With 
his student he was flying Number Two in a two-ship flight . 
The mission was cross-country under instrument conditions. 
The weather was overcast with the tops extending to 31,000 
feet. The two T-Birds were on top at 32,000 and the flight 
was normal until two minutes east of Vance VOR. 

At this time an explosion shook the T-Bird aft section 
and was followed by complete power failure. Lt. Coogan 
stopcocked the throttle and decided against trying an air
start. With the loss of power his T-33 slipped down into the 
overcast and lost contact with the lead airplane. Vance 
tower was called, told of the emergency, and advised that 
a penetration and approach was being started. Coogan 
then asked for GCA assistance. Partial electrical failure 
now occurred and the navigational radio equipment was 
inoperative. GCA was unavailable so the DF was relied 
on for recovery. A partial panel DF letdown was made and 
the T-Bird broke through the overcast at 12,000 feet over 
Enid, Oklahoma. Lt. Coogan set up a flameout pattern and 
made a deadstick landing at Vance Air Force Base, without 
damage to the airplane. 

The maintenance investigation revealed that there were 
broken leads between the micro switch which controls the 
emergency fuel solenoid. It is believed that the emergency 
system cut in at an altitude which would cause the explo
sion and flameout. Well Do ne, Lieutena nt Coogan! 
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DONE • 
First Lieutenant 

FRANCIS J. ADAMS 
3640 Pilot Training Sq uadron, Laredo AFB, Texas 

* 

Lt. Adams was Instructor Pilot on a routine training 
mission in a T-33. Seven minutes after takeoff, at about 
l 0,000 feet, a thud was felt in the aft section followed by 
severe vibrations. Seconds later the engine flamed out. 
Adams notified mobile control that he would attempt a 
landing at the auxiliary field, one with 7200 feet of run
way and crash barrier installed. 

Almost immediately Lieutenant Adams' T-Bird had com
plete electrical and aileron boost failure. Total fuel aboard 
was 580 gallons, but the lieutenant elected to retain the 
tiptanks since manual jettison seemed inadvisable. Aileron 
control would be almost impossible if one tank failed to 
drop. 

Lieutenant Adams set up his landing pattern with allow
ance of extra airspeed to compensate for the additional 
fuel, a strong wind, the no-flap configuration, and a dead 
engine. With 180 knots on final he touched down close to 
the end of the runway and stopped the T-Bird short of the 
7000-foot mark, without damage to the aircraft. 

Subsequent inspection showed that the Number Three 
bearing had failed . The shaft coupling then separated from 
the compressor shaft and the turbine wheel shaft failed 
just aft of the Number Four bearing. This allowed the tur
bine wheel to fall free into the exhaust cone as the engine 
flamed out. Outstanding judgment and skill on the part 
of this young pilot prevented the loss of a valuable air
craft. 

Well Done, Lieutenant Adams. 
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horror 

This is the story of eight men. It is the story 

of how some of them lived and how some of 

them died. It is the story of personal sacrifice, 

of hardship endured, of death finally met -

and for some, survival attained. 
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Ill hell's 

Above is an aerial view of Hell's Canyon. It is one of many 
such canyons which fall away from the 8300 foot plateau which 
is shown below. Icy streams course these rocky declivities. 
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canyon 
There were eight men on board at takeoff time. 

There were eight men who almost completed the 
flight. But half of them are no longer alive. The 

fact that th€y died is tragedy in itself. The causes of their 
death is even harder to accept. 

Their story properly begins in San Antonio. The day 
is warm and humid. The crew of the C-119 go about their 
duties. The pilot and copilot have the clearance to file. 
The two flight engineers aboard have the last minute in
spections to perform and the fuel and oil to check. The 
three passengers wait somewhat impatiently for the fli ght 
to begin. For they are on their way home. Everything is 
normal , routine. To trouble expected with the aircraft. 
This is the tenth day away from home and the engines 
have performed well. And for several more hours every
thing does go well. The pilot knows that Ogden will have 
less than perfect weather, but he is equipped by his years 
of training to deal with weather. Five hundred feet over
cast and a-mile-and-a-half visibility is well within his 
and the plane's capability. But let's let the pilot tell his 
own story. 

"They were ·having a frontal passage in the San Antonio 
area. The night before and earlier in the morning several 
aircraft had reported heavy thunderstorm activity. This 
was considered but by the time our takeoff was planned, 
the front had pa ed so that there was no chance of our 
getting into any of that. The weather at Hill AFB, Ogden, 
Utah, was reported as 200 feet and one-half mile. The 
forecast was, I believe, 300 feet and one mile. This is 
guessing now, and snow was anticipated. However, the 
Weather Officer at Brooks didn't feel it would be that bad 
so he gave me 500 feet and one and a half miles, with no 
particular emphasis on any heavy weather. 

"Right after takeoff the weather was a little turbulent. 
We went into the clouds before we got to our cruising 
altitude, in fact before we departed the San Antonio 
OMNI. Slightly west of San Antonio at crui e altitude, 
we broke out and the flight was normal from there on. 
No weather encountered. (Ed. Note-The pilot obviously 
means no unexpected weather encountered.) At the 
weather briefing, I recall that the Weather Officer had in
dicated we would hit the clouds just west of Rock River 
(12,000 feet). That was exactly where we hit it as I re
call. After we entered the clouds, flying was smooth in 
that area. o problems at all. 

"There were breaks in the clouds from the Rock River, 
Wyoming, area to Ft. Bridger. West of Ft. Bridger it 
began to get a little rough. We put on the carburetor 
preheat and it was in this area that we discovered the 
right carburetor heat was not working. The left was work
ing okay. However, the right carburetor heat had been 
working throughout the ten-day trip whenever it was 
needed. 

"After passing Ft. Bridger, 1553 Mountain Time, I be
lieve, we lost the engine and we tried heat again (approx-
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imately 1605M) , ju t in case there was a hort in the 
switch or something. After it was realized that we 
wou ldn't be able to bring the right engine back in, we 
added power to the left engine and feathered the right. 
From there on we lost some altitude. During this time 
throughout the feathering of the engine we probably got 
down to 11,000 feet. Due to the loss of the engine and 
rough weather we were unable to maintain altitude with 
METO power. We went to full RPM and manifold pres
sure for a few minutes and were able to maintain altitude 
and safe single engine speed. It appeared at the time we 
might even be able to climb back to our cruise altitude 
of 12,000 feet. However, we soon were unable to main
tain altitude and airspeed at 11,000 feet, and at this time 
we bailed out the passengers and two engineers through 
the back paratrooper doors. ( 1617M) . This was believed 
to be necessary because according to our ETA we were 
assumed to be in the Huntsville area or west, which would 
put us very close to the mountain tops. 

"After we bailed them out, we were able to maintain 
10,500 feet for a short time but not long. At this time the 
navigator and the copilot bailed out of the paratrooper 
door . (Ed. note-Four or five minutes later.) 

"When the copilot went out, I was tracking outbound 
from Ft. Bridger. We were unable to pick up Ogden. I 
was on course and the heading was correct. After the co
pilot and navigator bailed out I attempted to set up the 
autopilot. The airspeed had gotten down to 80 knots and 
the altitude was about 10,200 feet. The first time the 
autopilot was engaged, the aircraft stalled. I disengaged 
it, retrimmed the aircraft and re-engaged the autopilot. 
Soon thereafter I left the aircraft through the rear para
trooper door. 

"I figured I was one minute in the air and I landed 
in the trees. They were short enough so that I was able 
to reach the ground without hanging up in them. There 
was snow about a foot deep. I cut the shroud lines on 
the chute. 

"I was in a small gully and I went up one side to see 
what I could see, but saw nothing in that direction. I 
headed back, wrapped the chute around me and started 
walking in the general direction I'd presumed the air
craft had gone. There was about one hour of daylight 
left. 

"Shortly, I came upon what appeared to be a road. I 
followed this for awhile, looking for a tree area where 
I could get away from the wind and snow and stay for 
the night. I went off the road once but the trees offered no 
protection so I came back to the road and continued on 
until I found a clump of pine trees. I was approximately 
two blocks off the road at the time. It was just about dark 
so I started to make a pallet of pine branches under t;he 
tree. I wrapped up in the chute and pulled branche in 
around me to keep the snow and wind out. I tried to 
settle down for the night to wait for daylight so as not to 
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Simplified map of the bail out area. Number one; five men bailed out. 
Number two; two men find help. Number three; co-pilot left aircraft. 
Number four; co-pilot's body found. Number five; navigator bailed out. 
Number six; navigator's body found. Number seven; pilot bailed out. 
Number eight; pilot found . 
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walk in circles. About 0030 I heard rifle shots and soon 
after I was picked up by the jeep patrol." 

The pilot was the most fortunate of the lot. He spent 
about eight hours in the open, clad only in a blue gabar
dine flying suit, jump boots and light weight gloves. 
Wrapping in the chute and holing up for the night were 
the saving decisions in his case. 

The copilot was found 60 hours after the bailout, 
wrapped in his chute but dead from exposure. He was 
dressed in a summer flying suit and jump boots. No gloves 
or jacket. 

The temperature continued to drop steadily for the 
next two days. At the time of bailout it was estimated 
that the outside air temperature was just at freezing. Dur
ing the first night, a Friday, it was guessed to have gone 
down to 20°F. 

The navigator was not found until ten days after the 
accident, about three quarters of a mile west of the pot 
the copilot was discovered. He had tried to start a fire 
with a- dime novel and some twigs he had torn from an 
aspen tree. The twigs never did burn and even parts of 
t:he book remained. He had removed his shoes and socks 
and placed his feet close to the tiny fire then leaned back 
against a log and crossed his arms. The . parachute was 
wrapped tightly around him and it is known that he sur
vived at least the fir·st night because of a note he had 
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written. Like the rest of the crew, he was scantily dre sed 
-no hat, coat or gloves. A half-dozen cigarette butts 
were found nearby. 

One of the passengers, an Army corporal paratrooper, 
survived after a tremendous display of guts and unselfish 
courage. Hi story is deceptively modest. 

"When the engine conked out, the crew chief came 
back and told us to put our chutes on. We put them on 
and he went back up front, and a couple of minutes later 
he came back and said that we would have to jump. They 
opened the door and we went out. 

"After we go t on the ground we weren't very far apart. 
(Ed. note- The five men including the two flight engi
neers and the three passengers landed within 500 yards of 
each other and re-grouped easily.) We met down at the 
bottom of the canyon and talked the situation over. One 
of the crew chiefs took charge. We thought it would be 
best for two of us to tart down the canyon (Hell's 
Canyon) fo r help, since one of the passengers had a very 
bad ankle. The sergeant in charge and I started down the 
canyon for help. The other three built a fire and stayed 
there the rest of the night. That was about 4:30. We 
walked until about 7 :30. It go t dark and the going was 
very rough. We were having trouble getting through the 
brush, so we decided it might be best to go back up and 
join the others at the fire. We didn't know how much 
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Two close up views of the slopes leading into the bottom of Hell's 
Canyon. Even on a sunny day at this altitude walking is difficult. 

farther it was to civilization. We were on our way back 
up there when we found a cave. We were tired and cold, 
so we stayed in the cave the rest of the night. 

"The next morning we went back up to where we left 
them, but they weren't there. We looked for them for 
about 20 minutes and couldn't find them. There was noth
ing else to do but start back down the canyon again. We 
didn't know where they were. 

"We walked all day until about 3 o'clock when the 
sergeant started getting weak. He couldn't go much 
farther. After a while he couldn't make any progress at 
all. I helped him as much as I could, but he was getting 
to be in pretty bad shape. 

"The assistant crew chief caught up with us and we 
talked it over and he said the other two guys also were 
in pretty bad shape. We knew we had to get help or 
nobody was going to live. (Ed. note-At this point the 
senior crew chief was left behind.) We walked about two 
and a half more hours and came to a sheepherder camp 
and from there we sent help up to the llhree ollhers. We 
were taken to a ranch house and from there to the hos
pital." 

The tough little paratrooper who is just under five and 
a half feet tall, and weighs maybe 130 pounds, actually 
gave his light army uniform jacket to 11he senior crew 
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chief who had to be left behind. The two men who walked 
on left him propped against a tree and made their way 
on for help. When help did arrive however, it was too 
late. The senior crew chief was dead. 

The three men who were left behind when the corporal 
and senior crew chief decided to go for help, managed to 
get a fire started. There they stayed for 17 hours before 
they too decided to walk out. It will be remembered that 
two of these were passengers and one the assistant flight 
engineer. But let's listen to their stories first from the 
crew chief, a staff sergeant 28 years old. As in the case 
of all the others he was clothed in very light dress. A 
light flight jacket, flight coveralls and high laced boots 
were his clothing for survival in an area as desolate as 
any in Alaska. Now for the assistant crew chief's story. 

"After my parachute had opened and I got my breath 
back, I could see that there were five open chutes-four 
besides myself. This was about 1620. I drifted over the 
other men and landed a short way from them. I could 
clearly see their parachutes and where they were heading 
when they landed. I could see one chute hanging in a tree. 
I 'hollered and told him to wait until I got there so he 
wouldn't unfasten his chute and break a leg in the fall. 

"After we re-grouped, I told the men that they'd better 
get their parachutes. The crew chief and the corporal 
said they were unable to get theirs because they were 
stuck in the top of a tree. At the time we believed that 
one of the passengers (Ed. note--an Army sergeant, first 
class and a man of about 230 pounds) had broken his 
ankle from his descent when he landed in a creek. His 
foot had gone between two rocks. The other crew chief 
and the army corporal then decided they would start 
walking out to try and get medical help. The ranking Air 
Force non-com passenger agreed that they should do it 
so they left. We tried to find enough wood to build a fire 
but it was so wet you couldn't start anything. I then 
examined the ankle of the Army sergeant and found that 
it was badly sprained. He could stand on it, and from 
every indication there were no broken bones at the time. 

"We then decided that we had better find a better place 
to stay and build a fire. We walked about two miles around 
the side of the mountain and found a large pine tree. We 
dug underneath the tree, under the snow and found some 
dry leaves and broke a few dry twigs off the tree. The 
crippled man tore up his driver's license, all his orders 
and papers that he had in a notebook, including the note
book to use for kindling. We managed to get a ,small fire 
going at first and we slowly got it to going better and 
better and we had a fairly large fire. We spent 17 hours 
under that tree by the fire. The next day we decided that 
if we were going to die, we were going to do it walking. 
I had asked if I could go alone at 1030 in the morning 
and make it out of there but 11he other two voted against 
that. 

"We then decided we would try to make it out- the 
three of us. So we started back the way we had come up 
the night before. We found the tracks of the two who had 
left the night before and we followed them down the 
canyon. The army sergeant couldn't walk too much be
cause of his ankle, I had set a pace for myself that I 
figured I could keep up for as long as pos,sible and the 
other Air Force sergeant managed to stay up with me for 
approximately four hours. He then seemed to lose all of 
his energy and had thrown away the part of the parachute 
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that he had around him to keep warm. I gave him my 
part of it then and he kept slowing down more and more. 
I tried to make him walk to keep up with me. I hollered 
at him, cussed him, tried to make him realize that if he 
did stop he would die. I know that I, if I had stopped, 
wouldn't have been able to start again, so I just kept 
going as slowly as possible without completely stopping. 
The sergeant with me didn't seem to comprehend the 
fact that he was going as slowly as he was, so he fell 
slowly behind me. I didn't know whether the first two 
had made it out. Their trail was quite clear to follow 
until we got down in to the narrows of the canyon. I 
would lose the trail most of the time because I was walk
ing right in the middle of the creek. Whenever I would 
get a chance to walk on the side of the creek in the snow 
I could see their trail quite clearly. 

"I then came upon the other crew chief and the Army 
corporal , approximately forty minutes from the time I 
had last seen the ones who fell behind me. The corporal 
was half carrying, half dragging the sergeant through the 
snow. I told them to get a move on so we could get out 
of there. The sergeant didn't know who I was, he was so 
far into shock. He didn't know what he was doing and 
he kept falling down all the time. We tried to start an
other small fire then. The only thing we had was a 
cigarette lighter and it didn't work. We knew that we 
would not be able to pack the sergeant out because he 
weighed close to 200 pounds and our own physic~! 
strength was almost gone. So the corporal took o~ his 
jacket-the small jacket that he had on-and put 1t on 
the sergeant. We set him underneath a spruce tree and 
left him there. 

"The corporal suggested at that time that we try 
and double time it out of there. I told him we were 
going to walk an even pace as fast as we could without 
losing all of our energy and I told him if he fell down 
that he was going to have to get up by himself because I 
wasn't going to stop until we got help. He just looked at 
me and said, 'Sergeant, let's go!' 

"We started walking. He stayed about eight feet be
hind me and not once did he falter in following me. 
About two hours after we left the sergeant by tJhe tree and 
twenty-four hours after we bailed out, we came upon the 
sheepherder camp at the mouth of Hell's Canyon. We p~n
pointed the canyon we came out of and told the authontles 
that were there about how far up the otJhers were. They 
started to search for them." 

Hell's Canyon had now yielded two of the five men it 
had held for over a day. Three were still somewhere in 
the brush clogged stream bed. Of the three, only one more 
came out, the passenger with the injured ankle. The two 
others succumbed to the bitter cold and exhaustion about 
thirty hours after bail out. The heavyweight wibh the 
injured leg kept moving for some time, caught up with 
the body of one of the others and tried to drag him to 
the shelter of a tree. Then he himself sat down to die. 
Twenty minutes later rescuers from the sheepherders 
cabin found him and brought him in to the cabin. Hell's 
Canyon had done its worst. 

The wonder of the whole story is that any survived. 
What driving force brought four crewmembers through 
this ordeal is hard to explain. Those who were fortunate 
enough to have landed together did not stay toget?er for 
mutual assistance and protection! A fire was bmlt and 
abandoned. 
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No one was prepared, wibh training and equipment, to 
face the ordeal that fate had thrust upon them. 

Men so poorly equipped for winter survival in the 
ruggedness of Utah mountains surely have little chance. 
Light clothing and not a survival kit among them. 

The irony of the whole tragedy is that the plane, on 
autopilot, managed to fly for more than an hour on a 
northerly heading before it crashed in a pasture in 
southern Idaho. The cause of the carburetor heat trouble 
was found to be failure of a small electrical motor. This 
motor opens a small door to allow engine heat into the 
carburetor. "For lack of a nail ... " 

Looking at Hell's Canyon from the top of the plateau, 
the canyons fall away to the stream beds and valleys. It is 
bleak territory with the snow knee deep, and bare trees 
and brush furnish the only contrast. The scene is as 
desolate as any you're likely to see in northern Alaska. 
And by air, this is only 20 minutes from the warmth and 
life of Hill Air Force Base. Men fly over tJhis route in 
everincreasing numbers from East to West and return. 
The spot where these eight men left the warmth of the 
faltering plane is directly on a civil airway. Huntsville, 
a good sized town, was on!y seventeen miles away from 
the most distant man to bail out. Yet these men might as 
well have been in remotest Canada for all the help others 
could "ive them immediately. The snow continued to fall 
and pl~nes could not search. Ground parties in jeeps and 
snow-gos were practically helpless until the weather 
cleared. And the rescue efforts by military and civil 
agencies were quick, thorough and untiring. 

A man must plan to be on his own when he leaves his 
aircraft in this country. He must be equipped to survive 
for several days until help can reach 1him. He must be 
properly clothed and h: must have some sor~ of surviv~I 
kit. He must obey the simplest rules of survival. If he is 
lucky enough to be with others, stay with them; he m~st 
make a fire and stay with it; he must be prepared to bmld 
at least a rudimentary shelter and wait in it for help. 

There are thousands of square miles of rough country 
in these great western states of ours, yet men continue to 
fly in the comfort of their planes with little or no thought 
to the emergency that might come. The secure feeling a 
pilot gets from the knowledge he has two or more engines 
can be fatal. It must be remembered that the C.119 left 
from a southern Texas base in summerlike conditions. 
Five hours later, it was over some of the wildest, fiercest 
terrain to be imagined. The temperature had dropped 
over 60 degrees from the time of takeoff to bailout. No 
one was ready for the sudden transition from complete 
security to dire peril. Only twenty minutes from home 
base, tragedy had struck. It could and will happen again. 
That it happened to these men is their personal tragedy. 
The ones who survived will never forget. A 
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NEWS NOTES 

Northrop is marketing an exhaust 
muffler for the Bell Model 47 Heli
copters_ The new muffler wa devel
oped to reduce the noise level of the 
whirl ybird which i used for inter
plant trave l in the Los Angeles metro
politan area. Tests indi cate that the 
outside engine noi e was reduced to 
street noi se levels without affectin g 
performance of the engines. The muf
Oer, made of welded stain less stee l, 
is ei ght inches in diameter and about 
:-34 inches long. 

"Talon" has been designated as 
the offi cial name for the USAF-s new
e t jet train er. the Northro p T-38. 
After extensive testing by Northrop 
and the Air Force_ the "Tal on" will 
probabl y be put i;1to service in late 
1960. The new jet is designed for use 
by units of the Air Training Com
mand in its basic fli ght training pro
gram . 

It is a li ght weight, twin-engine 
aircraft and expected to be capable_ 
with afterburners, of super on1 c 
speed at level fli ght. It was designed 
specifi call y to fill the existin g gap 

between primary fli ght t ra1111ng and 
high-performance aircraft_ This new 
bird will weigh out at 11 ,000 pounds 
and is expected to have a range of 
1000 nautical mil es. In ide are pres
surized tandem cockpits enclosed by 
jettisonable canopie with individual 
ejection seats for crewmembers. Fur
ther information on performance will 
be available earl y in the pring after 
the initial tests at Edwards. With such 
a name_ how can it escape being 
ca ll ed "The Zipper? " 

B ell Aircraft's automati c all 
weather landing system, originall y 
developed for use aboard aircraft 
ca rrier , has landed the Regulus II 
surface-to-surface guided missile on 
two occasion as part of an evaluation 
program. The landings were made at 
Edwards Air Force Base, California, 
during October. 

The Bell ystem locked on the mis
sile's autopilot several miles from a 
selected point of touchdown and 
guided it to a safe landing. The sys
tem, which uses a combination of 
radio and radar, has al so landed a 
number of different types of aircraft 
automatically after the pilot has re
linquished control. 

The Boeing 707 i one type suc
cessfull y handled, and in mid-Decem-

ber, a B-47 was controlled auto
ma ticall y to a landing at the Lock
heed p lant near Atlanta, Georgia. 
The electronic devices fill a specia lly
built trailer whi ch is parked near the 
runway. 

The new and advanced version 
of the prop-j et Hercules has been 
uccessfull y test flown and the first 

version of the C-130B models will be 
delivered to the Tacti cal Air Com
mand earl y this year. The engine 
power has been increased to 16,200 
hp, with four Alli son T-56-7 propjet 
packages and added fuel tanks will 
give the " B" model a range of 1000 
miles greater than the " A" plane 
whi ch could travel 3000 miles non
stop. 

Takeoff weight has been increa ed 
by 11,000 pounds ( total of 135,000 ) 
to provide for additional loading and 
fuel. It is expected to fl y at a lti tu des 
higher than 35,000 feet and at speeds 
of 360 miles per hour. The Royal 
Australian Air Force is obtaining 
twelve of the Lockheed C-130s. Five 
were delivered at the Richmond Sta
tion , Au tralia , in the middle of De
cember. 

The Air Force has ordered into 
produ cti on the orth American Avia
tion Sabre I iner to be designated the 
T-39. Thi s aircraft is designed to fill 
the need for a low cost, high per
forman ce jet utility transport and 
train er for all the military servi ces. 
The prototype air plane is powered 
by two General Electric J-85 turboj et 
engines. Tt is 43 feet long, has a 
swep t-win g span of 42 feet and is 
smaller than mo t operational jet 
fighte rs. 

P rod uction of the F-100 Super 
Sabre is scheduled Lo end this year. A 
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If the1·e are any more non-believers who scoff at 
the de tructive force of hailstones, these picture 
hould suffice to convert them. The C-133A shown 

here was subjected to the fury o( ba eball size hail stones 
for ju t thirty seconds. Preliminary sheet metal repair 
estimates run to 11-500 manhours. Overall repairs are 
expected to take up to 14,000 manhour . 

The C-133A was cruising at 18,000 feet in the vicinity 
of Wink, Texas. The APN-59 radar et wa in operation 
and wa giving " nice clear re turns," according to the 
pilot. The radar set was being u ed to pick the best route 
through a line of cumulus type clouds whose top were 
estimated to be 23,000 feet. A can be een from the 
sketch of the APN-59 picture the areas of li ght return are 
clear ly defined between the main cell s of the numerou 
storms in the area. 

A deviation of 15 degrees left of course was being 
flown to pas between two of the cell s and it was estimated 
that four or five minute wou ld bring the C-133A into a 
clear region where the proper course could be maintained 
to El Pa o. The cloud between the cell were layer of 
stratus and at fir t were of the dry type with the outside 
temperature al 10 to 12 degrees below zero Fahrenheit. 
The aircraft was cruising at 260 knots true airspeed. Ac-
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co rding to the scope there were four lo five miles between 
the Lwo areas of heavy return , and the C-133A was in the 
clear between layers of stratus, when the crew was startled 
by a rhythmic loud ticking noi e. This la ted about four 
seconds when there was a terrific roar and explosion, and 
the copi lot's center window wa penetrated by the hail. 
AL no time was more than relatively li ght turbulence en
co untered. The hail was not picked up on the scope prior 
Lo the incident because it ju t wasn't there. The falling 
of the hail and the arrival of the C-133A at that precise 
point in space were apparently sim ultaneou a coinci
dence as unexpected a it was unfortunate. What's the 
answer? Top all cumulus type cloud if possible. In this 
ca e, according to the pilot, the freight load on board 
would allow no higher flight altitude than 20,000 feet at 
the time of the incident. 

The pilot in the left seat dropped his seat so that his 
head wa below the glare shield. The aircraft commander 
in the right seat had a baseball type cap which he pulled 
down over hi forehead so that his eyes were shielded 
against the flying glass from the broken windshield . Most 
of the glass and hail which came in flew between the 
pilot , passed the engineer and hit the wall in th rear of 
the cockpit compartment. 

During the entire incident the engine ran moothly 
and although the oil coolers were severely damaged, the 
engine temperatures remained normal. sing a higher 
flare peed than normal. because of the severe damage to 
the leading edges of the wing surfaces, the plane wa 
landed at El Paso without further damage . .A 



Sitting in the cockpit of a modern airplane, you are 

one of the fastest men alive. But, did you ever stop 

to think that after all, you may be ... 

THE SLOW SPEED DEMON 
Anchard F. Zeller, Ph.D., 
Aero Medical Safety Division, 
Flight Safety Research. 

Al though the Air Force, with the 
assistance of industry, has estab
lished an enviable safety record 

over the past severa l years, the cost 
in lives, equipment and decrea ed 
national defense potential is such that 
the loss till represents an unaccep t
able drain. Jn developing mea ures 
directed toward reducing these losses 
through the prevention of accidents, 
the first step is an analysis of the cause 
factors which have contributed to 
past accidents. When these cause fac
tors are considered. one which con 
sistentl y appears yea r after yea r is 
human error. 

Approximately one-half of all acci 
dents have, as a ca use " error on the 
part of the pilot." Other human 
agents such as maintenance support 
and supervisory personnel are also 
involved. In addition , almost one out 
of six of the accidents experienced 
have the primary cause assessed as 
" undetermined." If it is assumed that 
half of these are attributable to the 
human, this means that collectively 
almost two-thirds of all major USAF 
aircraft accidents have a human cause 
fa ctor. 

In examining these human errors, 
the one thing which is most readily 
apparent is that the errors do not 
necessarily represent either negli
gence or willful violation on the part 
of the pilot or other personnel con
cerned. They are rather a reAection 
of the fact that the human was placed 
in a situation in which he was not 
ab le to respond adequately to the 
demands of that si tuation. An ines
capable conc lusion which fo ll ows is 
that if the accidents in the human er
ror category are to be reduced , it is 
nece sa ry to consider the human in 
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It is a matter of speed. "Speed Kills," the experts say. 
Speed causes accidents. Speed does lots of things that per
haps shouldn't be done that way. But did you ever stop to 
figure out just HOW speed kills and causes accidents? 

Chances are it works in a way directly opposite from the 
way you've been accustomed to thinking about it. Because 
there is good evidence to show that the lack of speed is the 
real villain in the case. Even more villainous because it 
shows up where least expected. 

There are a few ways for a pilot to combat the villain in 
forthright battle. Gritted teeth and tense muscles won't 
make much of an impression. At least for now, the real 
answer lies in outwitting your enemy. This you, and the 
aircraft designers who support you, can do. The secret is 
knowing where to attack. Ideas have never been so welcome. 
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terms of hi s inheren t design limita
tions. Thus, the limits of the demands 
which can be made on the human 
system can be considered in the de
sign of the equipment which he must 
operate. 

In order to consider the pertinent 
human design limitations, the role of 
the human in the man-machine rela
tionship must be defined . In its sim
plest form this man-machine relation
ship may be thought of as a closed 
circuit. 

The functioning of an operating 
machine is symbolically presented in 
the form of an instrument. This in
strument, if it is to perform its func
tion adequately, must accurately re
flect the basic operation of which it 
is a presentation. And it must be so 
designed that changes in the basic 
operation are rapidly and effectively 
indicated in the instrument. 

In the second step, the instrument 
is perceived by the human through a 
receptor system. In order for this per
ception to take place, the instrument 
must be designed so that the presen
tation is well within the sensory limi
tations of the human receptor system. 

Further, it must be presented so 
that a minimum of time is required 
for an accurate interpretation of the 
presentation perceived. 

In the third step, the perceived and 
interpreted instrument presentation is 
used as a basis for initiating a re
sponse. For the sake of efficiency, this 
response should be simple and easily 
learned. 

The human response then is the 
means by which some mechanical 
control system is activated. This con
tro I should be directly associated 
with the ba5ic operation of the ma-
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chine in question so that mani pula
tions of the control are directly re
flected in the activity of the machine. 
This, again, is directl y and accurately 
presented in a modification of the in
strument reading. This, then serves 
to inform the human operator as to 
whether or not additional control 
change~ are necessary. 

In practice, this simpl e system is 
complicated by the fact that in a com
plex piece of equipment (such as a 
high - speed, high - p6rformance ai r
craft ), many fun ctions of the basic 
mechanism are acting as an inte
grated unit and are necessarily pre
sented by means of a complex instru
ment system. The human operator, in 
addition to interpreting the informa
tion presented by the instruments 
themselves, must also integrate infor
mation perceived outside the cockpit. 
At times, for instance during a let
down, he must integrate both of these 
with instructions obtained by reading 
a relatively complicated chart. If the 
demands of the situation exceed the 
limitations of the pilot in the brief 
time allowed, the result will quite pos
sibly be an inadequate integration of 
the information received. This resu Its 
in a faulty decision , which, in turn , 
leads to the wrong response. In this 
complicated setting, the response is 
all too often not a simpl e manipula
tion of a single control which directl y 
results in the desired modification of 
the basic fun ctioning. Instead, it is 
rather a complicated multipli city of 
actions which must be integrated in 
order to affect the total operation of 
the mechanism in the desired manner. 
This requires the manipulati on of 
numerous types of controls, dial s, 
knobs and levers, each of which af-

feels its own small portion of the 
total operation. 

The 
0 

total result of this is a modi
fication of the integrated functioning 
of the entire mechanism which is 
again reflected in the basic instru
mentation. This presentation must 
then be re-interpreted. This continu
ous perception and integration of con
tinuing information from a variety of 
sources must be ca rried out by the 
pilot, in addition to other required 
activities. 

Although not as readily apparen t 
as in the machine, there are in the 
human, limitations which cannot be 
safely exceeded. Any attempt to de
sign a mechani sm which the human 
must operate and/ or maintain which 
exceeds these human limitations can 
result in nothing better than ineffec
tive operation of the equipment and, 
all too often, destruction of both the 
equipment and the operator. Whether 
or not the physical-sensory, physio
logical or psychological aspects of 
the human are considered, these limi
tations are important. 

As a physical-sensory structure, the 
human operates according to the laws 
of mechanics. He is a system of 
weights, counterweights, balances and 
levers. Some of the limitations of the 
human, considered as such a system, 
are obvious. For example, he can 
onl y reach so far and lift so much. 
There are other limitations, however, 
which are much less obvious but 
which are very important, especially 
in terms of the ability to operate high
speed, high-performance aircraft. 

For example, the mechanical trans
mission of a light stimwlus from the 
eye to the brain and the integrated 
response which results from the in-
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terpretation of such a transmission is 
a time-consuming process which can 
vitally affect the successfu l operation 
of an aircraft. 

When a light stimulus strikes the 
eye, and from there is transmitted to 
the brain in the form of a nerve 
impulse, a measurab le lapse of time 
occurs. This lapse of time is on ly on 
the order of from 30 milliseconds to 
three-tenths of a second, but when 
considered in terms of time and di s
tance, it becomes important. 

An object traveling through space 

at 60 mph is traveling at 88 feet per 
second, or 8.8 feet per one-tenth of a 
second . If a perceptual lag, i.e., the 
time required for the transmission of 
a nerve impulse from the eye to the 
brain, of one-tenth of a second is 
considered, this means vhat an object 
passing across the visual fie ld at 60 
mph is perceived 8.8 feet behind 
where it is actuall y, physically lo
cated in space 

In ordinary livi ng this time lag is 
not usuall y important although in the 
case of automobi le drivers in a head-

on collision course, such a perceptual 
lag can lead to a miscalculation of 
distance which could and undoubt
edly has contributed to accidents. An
other example of the importance of 
perceptual lag is found in the frus
trated duck hunter who fai ls to take 
this time into account in determining 
the proper lead required for a suc
cessful shot. 

Multip ly this by ten. When speeds 
of 600 mph rather than 60 mph are 
considered, such a time lag becomes 
of cri tical importance. ow, during 

Estimated Human-Mach ine Time-Dista nce Relationships of two a ircraft on 180 degree collis ion course , flying at 600 miles pe r hou r. 
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An increase in the amount of time spent in any phase of the human
machine perception-response sequence will result in a collision. 

Other aircraft in focus in visual field 

Perception lag - 0. I Sec. 

Time required for recognition - 0. 5 Sec. 

Decision accomplished - I. O Sec. 

~ - Human reaction time - 0. 4 Sec. - ~ 

~ _ Machine react ion time plus time requ ired for _ ~ 
machine to deviate from flight path - 2. O Sec 

~ - - .._ Fl ight Path _.,.. - - - - - - • .- - - - - -- Flight Path - - - ...J 

POINT OF IMPACT 
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Even under ideal cond itions, seven second s 
are requ ired to read t he stand ard altimet er. 
Duri ng th is time a jet might move 3600 feet 
along its flight path, and 600 feet downward. 

--------------------• 20,000 FT. ALTITUOE 

I 
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that same one-tenth of a second, an 
object has traveled 88 feet in space. 
This means that the perception of 
that object, assuming a one-tenth sec
ond perceptual lag, is in error by that 
measurable amount. The perceptual 
lag is, however, only the fir t of many 
time lags involved in a perception
response sequence. When the nerve 
impulse is first transmitted to the 
brain, the individual only know that 
omething is in the visual field. Rec

ognition require still further time, 
po sibly as much as a half- econd or 
more. 

Once recognition ha been accom
pli hed, the information must be 
evaluated and interpreted and a deci-
ion reached as to - the action to be 

taken. This decision time may be on 
the order or a second, or in many 
cases, may involve seconds. 

Following the deci ion , the re
sponse is then initiated. Thi also 
require a minimum time on the 
order of everal tenth of a second. 
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In the operation of an aircraft, the 
human perception-response time is 
only the beginning of the total man
machine-response sequence. 

Two other factor have to be taken 
into consideration: 

• The time lao- in the response of 
the machine to the controls, and 

• The time required for t:he air
craft to deviate from a given fli ght 
path once the control have been 
actuated . 

For example, if an aircraft could 
accelerate at the rate of lG per one
tenth of a second for five-tenths of a 
second (at which time acceleration 
of 5G would have been reached) , the 
aircraft would have deviated le than 
10 feet from it given flio-ht path at 
the end of this time. ummarizing 
this information , if two aircraft were 
on a collision course at 600 mph, four 
seconds before the point of colli ion, 
these aircraft would be one and one
third mile apart. If all of the steps 
in the human-machine-perception-re-

sponse equence were executed pre
cisely, a colli ion could be avoided. 
If exce sive time were taken in any 
one of these steps, a colli ion would 
be inevitable. In view of the fact that 
it can be readily a sumed that the 
speeds of new aircraft will increase 
while the response time in the hu
man will remain unchanged, the ne
ces ity for recognizing the impor
tance of these human limitations be
comes apparent. 

There are other limitations of the 
visual ystem which are of importance 
to the pilot. For example, the indi
vidual looks into the cockpit, look 
outside the aircraft and then refo
cu es his ight on the instrument 
panel. uch action takes approxi
mately two econds. Scanning of the 
instrument panel i also time-con
suming. As an example, a lateral 
movement of the eye of 20 degrees 
will take approximately five-hun
dredth of a second to accomplish. 

A practical example of the time 
consumed in a vi ual proce is the 
time required for the reading and in
terpretation of a standard flight in-
trument, the altimeter. Evidence de

veloped almost ten years ago indi
cates that it takes approximately 
seven econd for each reading under 
ideal laboratory conditions. Even un
der these conditions, almost one-sixth 
of the readings are in error, one-tenth 
of them being in error by a much as 
1000 feet. During the even second 
required for a reading of thi instru
ment, a pilot in a standard jet pene
tration from 20,000 feet at 350 mph 
at a rate of descent of 5200 feet per 
minute would have traveled 3600 feet 
along his flight pa~h and descended 
600 feet vertically during this seem
ingly hort period of time. 
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MAXIMUM DESIGNED HUMAN ABILITY 

t LEVELS OF HUMAN ABILITY 

WID E 
MARGIN O F 

SAFET Y 

NO 
A CCID ENT 

WHY 
ACCIDENTS 

? 

DECREAS E 
IN ABIL IT Y 

INCREASE IN 
DEMANDS 

t i L EVELS OF DEMANDS ON HUMAN BY MACHINE 

Still another visual factor which 
has received considerable attention 
is the fact that during periods of 
low illumination, there is a modifica
tion in the visual receptor system 
with the re ult that a different group 
of receptors are involved. These dim 
illumination receptors (rods) have 
different characteristics which must 
be taken into consideration in the de
sign of instruments and particularly 
in the design of cockpit lighting. The 
results of experiments on twilight 
vision are well known and the red
whi te cockpit lighting which has been 
developed from a recognition of the e 
limitations is now recognized as an 
essential for adequate night opera
tion of an aircraft, and should be 
made a mandatory part of all future 
cockpit illumination systems. 

- Other sensory systems which are 
important are the auditory system, 
the kinesthetic and the tactual sys
tems. It should be remembered that 
the pilot must not only integrate 
visual perceptions into a meaningful 
response, but must. als? integr.ate 
the e perceptions with .mformat10n 
received through the medmm of other 
en es . The further exploitation of 

these other senses would appear to be 
a fruitful area for future consider
ation. 

A demonstration of the importance 
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MINIMUM DESIGNED MACHINE DEMANDS 

of considering kinesthetic and pro
prioceptive simuli (deep body sensa
tions) as these relate to aircraft acci
dents is found in the confusion which 
can arise when the information pre
sented to the pilot through the me
dium of the various senses seems to 
be incompatible. 

The resultant disorientation, com
monly referred to as vertigo by pilots, 
has been responsible for a large num
ber of accidents. One specific design 
factor which has been found to be 
important in creating this condition 
is the location of the radio and navi
gational equipment which is such that 
the pilot must turn his head and look 
into the cockpit after having changed 
hands on the stick in order to make 

THE MAN 

T"' ACClmT * 
THE MACHINE 

appropriate settings. Once attention 
is re-focused on the instruments, dis
crepancies between the pilot's feeling 
of where he is in space and the indi
cations which his instruments give to 
him, are conducive to confusion and 
faulty decisions and control move
ments. These often lead to accidents. 

Alllhough the radio and navigation 
equipment have been the prime of
fenders isolated for attention, consid
eration of design should be such that 
diversion of attention, particularly 
during critical phases of flight is 
minimized. Aircraft attitude changes 
which have gone unnoticed by the 
pilot, as well as rapid head move
ments which stimulate the semicir
cular canals, tend to give the pilot 
false ensations regarding his posi
tion in space. 

The discussion to this point pre
sents a relatively gloomy picture, 
however, once human limitations are 
recognized there are a number of 
practical remedial measures which 
can be applied to minimize their ef
fect. These include design of equip
ment, training of personnel, methods 
in which the equipment is used, and 
meaningful supervision. A consider
ation of these remedial measures, as 
well as a discu sion of other impor
tant limitations will be contained in 
the next issue. A 
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No Problem Approach 
Captain Harold J. Eberle, Flight Safety Research Liaison Officer, Edwards AFB, Calif. 

A Flying Safety Officer spends 
five minutes and about one dollar thereby 
saving two pilots and a T-bird! 

The trusty T-Bird was just leaving the runway on 
a routine takeoff. On the climb the control tower 
operator contacted the pilot with this reassuring mes

sage: 

"Five, six, seven, this is the control tower. You've lost 
a wheel. We're standing by to assist in any way we can." 

The big question is: What would you do if you were 
the pilot? What would you do if you were the Flying 
Safety Officer? Here are the facts, man. Here is what 
really happened, when it really happened. 

The nosewheel left the airplane just after it left the 
ground. The pilots didn't know it, but the driver of a fire 
truck stationed beside the runway saw the wheel rolling 
along the runway and reported it over the crash radio. 
The tower informed tihe pilots who made a low pass over 
the mobile control with the "gear" extended. When told 
that their nosewheel axle was bare but in normal position, 
they remained calm and asked the ground troops to re
search the subject for the best method of landing the 
bird. w;hile the research was going on, the pilots went 
to a nearby base to practice GCAs while they used up the 
fuel , with the knowledge that the deck would be cleared 
for action upon their return. Real cool fellows. 

Meanwhile, back at the ranch, the operations people 
began the staff study necessary to make the decision of 
where and how to get this bird down. The primary goal 
was to save the crew, of course, but if the airplane could 
be saved from damage, this, too, would be nice. The hand
book gave procedures to follow if a wheel wouldn't come 
'1own, but nothing was said about a bare axle. The rumor 
3tarted that the axle would break off and possibly damage 
the plane and crew. Therefore, initial plans were made 
to instruct the pilots to belly in the airplane on an adja
cent dry lake, and the crash equipment and fire trucks 
were so dispatched. The plot was developing nicely for 
our heroes upon their return and an accident was about 
to happen. 

The plot, however, was not over. As the trusty fire 
trucks disappeared over the horizon, our intrepid Flying 
Safety Officer appeared on the scene. He had learned at 
the FSO School that if he did not know the answers, he 
should consult with someone who does. In a moment of 
inspiration, he decided to call a friend whom he knew 
had been reviewing T-Bird accident reports for sev
eral years. Who knows, this same thing may have hap
pened before and an answer may be available. A long 
distance call to him brought the " o Problem" approach 
to the whole thing, and the suggestion to land the airplane 
with the naked strut in foamite on the runway. He sug
gested that the pilot be advised to land normally and drive 
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the airplane up to the foam on the main wheels with 
power if needed and then gentl y place the axle down 
in the foam. 

o while our cool, calm and collected pilots were prac
ticing their GCAs, the stage was set. All this wa subject 
to their concurrence, of course. The runway was foamed 
from the 5000-foot mark until all of the excess foam 
avai lable was used up. This foam was not placed down 
until the plane was back in the local area and ready to 
land so it would still be fresh when the plane touched 
down. The pilot in the front seat made a normal landing 
on the first part of the runway and drove up to the foam 
where he placed the trut down as planned and cut the 
engine. He had no difficulty keeping the nose in the foam 
with brake . The pilot in the rear (as per prearranged 
pl an ) was very busy during thi s landing roll raising 
flaps, turning off the battery, generator, ignition and fuel 
shutoff switches and anything else that he could find to 
turn off. Their seat pins had been placed in prior to touch
down. These pilots exercised good judgment and planning 
in that they decided prior to the landing who was to do 
what, when. 

The only damage done was the wearing away of the 
axle, which was not considered an accident. 

It isn't very often that the Flying Safety Officer has 
this much advance notice of an accident about to happen. 
It should be remembered though, in this whole accident
prevention business that these occurrences which may 
seem to be freaks or local incident may in fact have hap
pened elsewhere in the Air Force. We can only prevent 
accidents if we spread the word and if we use everything 
at our disposal to fight the battle. This is an example of 
one of the odd-ball situations that could have been an 
accident. 

Who is to say what other situation may arise at your 
base and what sort of solution may be necessary? This is 
a "heads-up" business and alertness is the word! .A. 
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FRANTIC FIREFLY 

The Atkins Light on the C -54 a nd T-33 for test purposes. The final version will ha ve only on e light to the side . 

Ask any professional pilot to name the three things 
about his profession that concern him most. 

If one of those three is not "The Mid-Air Collision 
Problem," you may have rea on to wonder about hi pro
fessional status. With all the action that has come about in 
recent month in the erious attempt to eliminate this 
Medusa, there still remain many heads to chop . One of 
the most prominent of the e is the matter of being able 
to see the other guy. 

It has been pretty generally conceded that the business 
of seeing another unpaint d, unlit, unmarked-in-someway 
airplane in the various shades of sky, just will not work. 
With recent improvements along these lines, some pilots 
have been heard to express wonderment at seeing so many 
more airplanes up there nowaday . The number has not 
actually increased a great deal in the past everal months, 
but while it may border on " the frightening," it is en
couraging to see thing being done about making air
craft a little more easy to see. Somebody is thinking. 

We are simply re-proving the adage that " ecessity is 
the Mother of Invention." It would probably be difficult 
for a profes ional pilot to think of a " ece ity" more de
serving of inventive effort than that of collision avoid
ance. It is not particularly surprising therefore that a 
pilot has come up with at least a partial solution to the 
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problem. Captain H. Wi ll iam ("Ab") Atkins is a pilot 
for Iorthwest Orient Airlines. On thi s job and others 
he has piled up a total of more than 13,000 flyin g hour . 
In classic understatement he remarked , " I have been 
exposed to numerous potential collisions, and I became 
concerned with the inadequacy and vu lnerability of my 
position." You who have been charged with the re ponsi
bility of maneuvering a plane from one point to another 
on the crowded airway of today, know just what he 
mean. 

Four years ago, "Ab" Atkins decided to try for a 
so lution to the co llision problem. In the course of his 
search he interested the engineers of the Minneapoli -
Honeywell Company and the result of their joint labors 
is the "MH-Atkin Colli ion Avoidance Light." 

The li ght incorporate two main feature . It is a direc
tional light that indicates " relative-danger" and it em
ploys a blue white conden er discharge lamp. The direc
tional feature is accompli hed by Aa bing three different 
lamps, each at a different rate and into a different zone. 
The forward zone is 90 degrees wide and the light flashes 
at 160 flashes per minute, or approximately three fla hes 
per second. 

The ide lights also cover a 90-degree zone and the e 
lamp fla h at 80 flashe per minute. The tail zone covers 
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The Atkins Light is now in use and under evaluation. 

It is trying to tell you something that may save your life. Don't turn 

it in as a flying saucer. Take a second look and report. 

another 90 degrees and t.his lamp flashes at 40 flashes per 
minute. Figure 1. The theory behind the light ystem is 
that the flashing rate in each zone will indicate the clos
ing rate, and the pilot's reaction to each flashing rate i 
a natural one for the collision danger. 

The two wingtip installations are, of course, synchro
nized through one sequence switch and flash imultane
ously from each position. The condenser discharge lamp 
are on for a very ho rt duration (one-thousandth of a 
second) and the color is a very blue white. The short 
duration does not affect a pilot's vision by leaving an 
after image, nor does it spoil his night adaptation. It is 
definitely distinctive in it nature from any light nor
mally seen. 

The blue white was chosen over red and other co lor for 
several reasons. White light is more inten e. It allow 
a peripheral vision of 208 degrees as again t 30 degrees 
for a red light. Fog and haze penetration is better on a 
ful spectrum light and, as said before, it i distinctively 
different from other ground and air light . The object 
here is simply to provide a distinctive, eye-catching light 
that will tell the pilot immediately that there is a target, 
that it is definitely an aircraft, to show its relative direc· 
tion and to indicate the relative danger that exists because 
of it. 

The Air Training Command has made a preliminary 
evaluation of the Atkins Lio-ht. In thi s test, the light, in a 

developmental or "bread board" con figuration, wa 
mounted on a T-33 baggaae rack. The evaluation wa con 
ducted at fifteen ATC bases and at seven other base and 
civil airfields. The light was observed and reported on 
by 65 other aircraft and at least 250 observers on the 
ground. The T-33 with the light wa flown in the traffic 
pattern with a many a 17 other plane at one time to 
determine if there would be any distracting effect on other 
pilots. None of the pilot in this particular test reported 
any distracting effects. Detection and identification by air
to-air observers at distances of 30 miles were common 
throughout the test. On two occasions, ground observers 
reported detecting the light and determining the direction 
of travel at 50 mile . 

Just to make sure, the light was turned off several 
times for a sufficient time for observer to lose the loca
tion of the test aircraft. Then it was turned on again and 
the time for air-to-air detection from an unknown position 
was recorded . The average time to detect the aircraft 
in an unknown quadrant and determine its direction of 
travel was 15 econds. On a very dark night, an ob erver 
aircraft flew tight formation in a wing po ition for ap
proximately one hour. The observer pilot reported no 
vertigo effects nor loss of night vision, however the light 
was annoying. In.trail formation wa tried several times 
with no eriou objections. This objectionable feature ha 
since been overcome by a modified switching arrange-

Figure One 

Tail Zone 
40 flashes per min. 

(2/3 per ,ec.) . 
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Tail Zone 
40 flashes per min. 

(2/3 per sec.) 
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Two more views of the MH-Atkins Light installed for evaluation tests. 

ment which permits turning off the li ght on the wing
man 's side. The two aircraft together provide the single 
et of lights. 

The light was intentionally flown in instrument con
ditions at night on two occa ions by pilots of the Train
ing Command. There was no noticeable vertigo effect. 
It did produce a peculiar halo-like appearance around 
the aircraft. Observers reported seein g the light through 
the clouds for about three miles. In the daylight, the li ght 
assisted in detecting the aircraft for a di stance of about 
two miles. Durin g daylight, in restricted visibility co n
ditions, such as haze, fog and moke, the light raised 
the detection distance over that of the unlighted aircraft. 
In these tests, vi ual contact with the aircraft wa lost at 
four miles, but the light was visible at eleven miles. 

The ATC evaluation was al so flown in unrestricted 
visibility conditions on many occasions. In the original 
test configuration used, the light did not attract attention 
in the peripheral vi sion as well as was hoped. It was, 
however, of great assistance in detecting the aircraft when 
scanning the area. Several Mobile Control and Tower 
officers reported that the light was helpful in locatin g 
an aircraft in the vicinity of the airfield. It was par
ticularly useful in spotting an aircraft reported on initial 
approach. The time saved in locating aircraft is of con
siderable importance to the mobile controller in his job 
of providing proper traffic pattern spacin g. When viewing 
the aircraft down sun, the light was of some assistance, 
but when looking toward the sun, the li ght could not be 
seen beyond two miles. The aircraft it elf, of course, 
was visible before this distance. 

It must be remembered that the ATC test was made 
with the fuselage installation. The results with thi s type 
were most heartening. But it was realized that any anti
collision light, to be fully effective, must give airplane
wing-attitude throughout the fore and aft quadrants in 
order that the observing pilot has more than a single 
point source of intelligence to deal with. This has been 
done with the fore and aft facing lamps located at or 
near the wingtips. It is obvious that a single point of 
light, such as a single wingtip light, gives no information 
abo ut wing attitude. However, when two lights flash 
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simultaneously on both wingtips, with sufficient horizon
tal light beam overlap ( 45 degrees in thi s case), we 
have a source of intelligence throughout the entire 90-de
gree fore and aft quadrants of an aircraft. 

Here, again, because of the fact that there are two 
li ght sources, we have information available which is 
ana logous to the automobile head light situation. If you 
meet a car at night on the highway with only one head
light, you give him a lot of room. But as soon as yo u see 
two headlights, you begin to get "ranging" or " rate-of
change-of-range" information, and immediate] y you can 
eva luate the situation more clea rl y and plan your tactics 
accordingly. With the use of the wingtip hi gh intensity 
li ghts, this information is made availab le to you long 
before you can see the outline of the airplane itself. 

With respect to conspicuity, the inventor claims the 
fallowin g night-time ranges : 

1-15 miles, the light is very intense. 
15-25 miles, the light is very good. 
25-35 miles, the light is good. 
35-50 miles, the light is distinguishable. 

The above ranges are for an average clear ni ght. Some 
pilots have expressed concern that they might be able 
to ee too many aircraft at once with these ranges. In 
answer, the inventor says, " I do not feel that this is a 
problem, since actually no range is too great provided the 
pilot is also given adequate intelligence. Experience has 
shown that at distances beyond where you need to be con
cerned about another aircraft, the two fore or two aft 
lights appear as one, hence, yo u may ignore these in

truders until two lights are visible." 

It has been generally agreed that ' there should be no 
replacement or removal of existing standard aircraft light 
systems. The condenser-discharge light would supplement 
these systems. There is a need to keep the red and green 
wingtip lights in the "steady-on" position with the new
type light installed. The red and green wingtip lights are 
useful in the situation where the 80-flash per minute rate 
is observed, since they will quickly tell which side of an 
opposing aircraft is in view. The red and green lights, 
when left in the "steady-on" position, appear to ~he eye 
much sooner and also appear much brighter when used 
with this system. 

The lights are now in use and under evaluation by 
various commercial and military agencies. They are in
stalled in pods at the wingtips on the larger aircraft and 
in the case of the ATC T-Bird, have been flush mounted 
in the tiptanks. These "bread Board" models have been 
fabricated to provide an easy installation for proving the 
value of this light concept. They should not be consid
ered as representative of the ultimate size, shape and 
weight. 

But, the MR-Atkins Light is fl ying. Some of you may 
have seen it during your trips around the country. If 
you haven't, and suddenl y come across omething that 
looks like a frantic firefly going off in all directions, take 
a second look. If it matches our description, it's trying 
to tell you something-that may save your life. Don't turn 
it in as a " flying saucer" (as some have done) , but take 
the time, if you wil l, to give u a report. Tell us what 
you think of its effectiveness. Your information may help 
in the evaluation and could conceivably oil the wheels of 
progress toward your safety from mid-air collisions. A 
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QUANTITY UNKNOWN 

T here is nothing that looks so sim
ple as a job well done. It applies 
across the board-from playing 

a piano to flyin g a complicated piece 
of machinery. The man who does it 
right makes it look so uncomplicated 
that many a neophyte tri es it for him
self, with never a look at the detailed 
de cription of how it should be done. 
we've lost many a crew chief who, 
deceived by the apparent implicity 
of flying, commandeered an aircraft 
for his own pursuits. 

Somewhat less serious in immediate 
hazard to the man who wield the 
pencil , is the matter of fi ll ing out a n 
"Aircraft Flight Report and Mainten
ance Record"- the AFTO Form 781 
Serie . That last sentence was ca re
fu lly worded. Iote that it said, " to 
the man who wields the pencil." 

Just as we've lost people who were 
deceived by the apparent simplici ty 
of flying, we've also lost people as 
a result of improperly filled out air
craft forms. It would be difficult to 
prove that the forms weren't filled 
out correctly because someone had 
been deceived into thinking there was 
nothing to doing the job. But the fi les 
are fai rly well documented with evi
dence that there are many, many 
maintenance troops who didn' t know 
how to do it, and almost an equal 
number of pi lots who didn' t know 
whether it was done properly. 

How many pilots are flyin g an 
unknown quanlity right now? 

How many of them can reall y tell 
whether they are or are not? 

You can hard ly find a better exam-
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pie of the need for teamwork Lh an in 
Lhe AFTO Form 781 Series. 

The lon g and hort of it i that if 
one man doe not do his hare of the 
work correctl y, the other will not 
know what he has to work with. 
Whether he is fl ying it or maintaining 
it, there's no good way to wo rk with 
an unknown. Things are just a bad 
if yo u can't interpret what yo u read, 
or if you attempt to make an analysis 
of what is said without reading the 
whole story. It is equally obvious 
that if yo u can' t recognize when 
you' re bein g told all the facts, yo u' re 
in just as much trouble- or perhaps 
even more. 

Both in humor and in anger, it has 
often been aid that the pi lot has 
go tlen to be a fast traveling book
keeper. The paper work certainly 
eem to have kept pace with the ad

vancement of technology regardless of 
whether anything else has or not. But 
while it mi ght be de irable to have 
an automatic green light that would 
come on when the bird is ready to go, 
and a red one that shows when it's 
broke, they just aren't there. What's 
more, they aren't likely to show up 
tomorrow. We're saddled with a ys
tem - paperwork. And the system 
mu t be made to work. 

The degree to which the sy tern 
work will depend primarily on how 
much everyo ne knows about the job 
to be done. As machines become more 
complex, so al o does the paper work. 
At the moment, it may appear that 
an ultimate of complexity has been 
rea hed. 

Perhaps one of Lh e best ill ustra· 
Li ons of thi s is the response received 
from all echelon to the article that 
appeared in the Iovember 1958 issue 
of l~ LYI G SAFETY. Titled "Change 
of Form," the articl e took note of 
the fact that a new eries of records 
had been brought into being, and a 
new set of instru ctions had to be 
learned. To prove what was said, a 
eries of sample forms were used as 

illustration . Each form was full of 
errors- with malice aforethough t. 

The response wa tremendous, from 
every rank and from civilian em
ployee . Everyone pointed out errors, 
but no one person has yet been able 
to point out all the errors that ap
peared! There were some who had 
made profound effort to tabulate each 
fault. Others merely said they were 
there. Some of the comment is in
cluded in the Cros feed Column. 

Even at the time of this writing, 
six weeks after the issue was distrib
uted , letters are sti ll coming in, prov
ing all over again that no one has 
learned it all. This is a hard thing to 
say about paperwork that can spell 
life or death to the reader. But, 
judging from appearances, neither 
pi lots nor maintenance men, nor 
quantity control people have unrav
eled all the secreLs of Technical Order 
00-20A-l. All the furor over how 
to keep the record, and knowing how 
Lo read it, in clines one to wonder how 
well other portions of the T .O. are 
known and understood. 

The record should be the proof of 
thorough knowledge, and the burden 
.is on us all to show it- every time. A 
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WHAT 
"Hello, Anybase Tower, this i 

Overlord five two . Request landing 
instructions ." 

"Overlord fi ve two, this is Anybase. 
Land runaway seven, winds calm, al
timeter two nine point nine six, call 
three miles out on initial." 

0 verlord 52, an F-102, turned on 
initial, called the tower and en
tered a normal traffic pattern. 

The new delta winger made an im· 
pressive sight as it completed its 
break and then rolled out on the 
downwi nd leg. A the aircraft turned 
base leg, the pilot called "gear down 
and checked." 

This was acknowledge by the tower. 
Just before round-out, however, the 
operaLor in the tower noted the land· 
ing gear was not down . He made a 
qui ck grab for the mike but was too 
late to avert the crash. 

The aircraft struck the runway and 
skidded to a stop. A very amazed and 
shook Cai tain made a quick exit from 
the bent and smoking aircraft. 

Major Ben Cautious, the base Air
craft Accident Investigation Officer, 
was on the scene immediately. He sur
veyed the wreckage and thought. 
"This i the fourth gear-up landing 
in a two-month period. What's the 
reason ? Why? How could a pilot eve r 
forget the landing gear? There's a 
li ght in lhe handle, a horn Lo blow in 
the pilot's ear and a set of indica tors. 
A 11 of these things tell the pi lot that 
the gear isn't down." 

Well , Ben, there is a rea on. Let's 
look inLo the background of gear-up 
landings. 

First, we'll look at a few Air Force 
stati sLi cs from the Directorate of 
Fli ghL afety Research. Back in 1947. 
on ly Lwo per cent of al l Lhe acci
dents- or seven out of the 480 re
ported-were attributed to pi lots' for
getting to lower, lock or check the 
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landing gear. 
In 1952, there were 22 major acci

dents resulting from failure to lower 
the gear and failure to check the 
landing gear for proper extension. 
Since 1952, the percentage of gear-up 
landings has increased teadily. 

From March 1956 to March 1957, 
over 12 per cen t of all the accidents 
were attributed to gear-up landings. 
One thing not revealed by these fig
ures is the number of instances where 
pilots have attempted unintentional 
gear-up landin gs but were averted by 
the vigilance of control tower or mo
bile control unit personnel. 

The Air Force is very solicitous 
about the number of these "forgetting 
erro rs" that have resulted in gear-up 
landing . In fact, the Air Defen e 
Command made thi s a special stud y 
area for the 1957 ADC Fli o-ht Safety 
Symposium. Basicall y, these accidents 
resu lt from basic errors in judgment 
or fl yin g techniques. The greatest 
number however, involve the mi sin
terpretation of warning signals. 

Dr. Ieil D. Warren, Professor of 
Aviation Psychology at the University 
of Southern California, has pointed 
out that the failure to actuate a 
specific control-forgetting to actuate 
the landing gear- is usually attrib
uted to for getting error . Forgetting 
some part of a well-establi shed habit 
is a psychological phenomenon that 
occur for a va riety of reasons. In 
most cases, well establi shed habits 
enab le a pilot to ca rry out cockpit 
procedures automati ca ll y wi th little 
thou ght or deliberation . Forgetting 
the landing gear may occur when 
something happens to inLerrupt or 
momentaril y distract the pi lot from 
his normal landing pattern routine. 

There are Lwo main factors that 
cause failures of attenLion: 

• The pilot attends to Lh e "wrong" 
thing because something has di strac-

ted him at the "wrong" time. 
• His voluntary or habitual atten

tion to some stimuli, or to some men
tal process such as memory, so that 
even tron g warn ing devices are ig
nored. 

By this time Ben was pretty well 
convinced that a pilot could forget 
the gear and could ignore the gear 
warning devices. ow, what can be 
done about it? 

One solution lies in improvin g the 
landing gear warning devi ce. The rel
ative attention-getting value of the 
warning device should be considered 
from the p ychological point of v iew. 
A warning signal, such a gear warn
ing device, is one that must not be 
ignored and therefore should be one 
that cannot be ignored. 

The gear warning device, a pres
entl y install ed in our aircraft, pro
vide both a uditory and visual warn
ing. The warn ing horn installed in 
man y of our aircraft has suffi cient 
volume to be heard by the pilot; how
ever, because of interference, distrac
tion , attention errors and the monot
onous tone of the horn , it can be over
looked . The warning lights that indi
cate to the pilot the landing gea r is 
not down and locked can go unnoticed 
unless a pilot specifically looks at the 
gear handl e. This steady warning light 
has little "attention getting" value, 
sin ce there are numerous other cock
pit li gh ts which activate during fli ght. 
These are fuel low warning, radio 
beacon and radar operatin g lights, to 
name a few. During the landing 
period, the pi lot's attention i pri
marily focu ed on looking at the run· 
way and on Lh e Mach meter-airspeed 
indicator or ai rspeed indi ca tor. The 
presently insLall ed landing gear warn
ing devices do not provide sufficient 
stimuli Lo a lert Lhe pilot to Lhe fact 
that he is per forming a gear-up land
ing app roach. 
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GE AR? 
Major Eugene Martin , Jr. , Flight Safety, Headquarters Air Training Command. 
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Fig ure O ne, top . Figure Two, bottom. 

A number of improved gear-warn
ing devices have been devised or pro
posed which include throttle-locking 
devi ces, fla bing warning lights or 
wig-wag signals that move across the 
windshield in front of the pilot. These 
do not provide a warning stimul i that 
directs the pi lot's attention directly 
to the landing gear. Also most of these 
devices could be overlooked by the 
pi lot. 

The solution to thi s problem lies 
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in the design of a warning system that 
cannot be ignored. This could be pro
vided by a landing gear warning sys
tem which would consist of a solenoid 
operated flag on the airspeed indi
cator (Figure 1) , or by installing a 
variable frequency audio oscillator 
that would produce a warble sound in 
the pilot's headset. Thi s system would 
be actuated when the aircraft's indi 
cated airspeed has dropped to slightly 
above approach speed, and the throttle 
retarded to approximately final ap
proach power and the landing gear 
is not extended. 

The visual portion of this warning 
sy tern would provide a very definite 
attention stimulus. Since the airspeed 
indicator is the primary instrument 
during the landing phase, any device 
which would partially cover the air
speed, as this flag device does, would 
bring immediate attention to the pilot. 
By placardin g the gear warning flag 
with the word GEAR it would give 
the pilot a direct reference rather than 
have to use a process of association as 
in present type gear warning indi
cators. 

Now, let's see how this sy tern 
would actuall y operate from the pilot's 
viewpoint. As the pilot enters the 
traffic pattern , power is reduced. As 
he slows the aircraft to approach 
speed, the visual flag would drop over 
the Mach meter-airspeed or airspeed 
indi cator if the landing gear is not 
extended. The pilot would also hear 
the warb le warning in his headset. 

When the landing gear is lowered, 
the landing gear mi cro switch would 
break the circuit, the warble signal 
wou ld cease, and the flag over the 
air peed indicator would retract to 
the po ition shown in Figure 2. In 
the event the pilot i required to 
land gear-up due to an emergency, 
provision could be made to manually 

lock the airspeed flag in the retract 
position. 

One major advantage to this sys
tem is that when making reduced 
throttle instrument penetration or 
descents, the warning system would 
not be actuated because of the high 
airspeed which would not allow the 
warning sy tern to be activated . 

In the gear warning system used 
in present jet and conventional air
craft, the pilot often hears the warn
in g horn during descent and penetra
tion. It therefore loses its attention
getting value and often is ignored. 

The airspeed flag and audio warn
in g device could be adapted to all 
present jet and conventional aircraft 
using the existing gear warning cir
cuits. Weight of the warning device 
could be held to a minimum through 
transistorized circuits in the audio 
o cillator . The airspeed actuating flag 
solenoid would only weigh a few 
ounces. Actuation of the flag and 
audible portion of the indicator would 
be triggered off through commercially 
available switches that sense decreased 
airspeed and altitude. These witches 
can .be set for air speed from 175 to 
250 knots and set for al ti tu des of from 
5000 to 12,000 feet. 

This approach to a new gear warn
in g system provides a warning sys
tem that cannot be overlooked. 

You and I, and e peciall y the Acci
dent lnve tigators like Ben Cautious, 
must realize that unintentional gear
up landi ngs have taken their toll of 
the Air Force operational aircraft and 
have crea ted a very high doll ar loss. 
All commands are concerned with this 
problem. With this in mind, we can 
all ee a very definite need for im
proved landing gear warning devi ces 
that can be retrofitted in our present 
day aircraft and designed into the 
new ones on the drawing board . .A 
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• 'rips For 'I-Bird Drivers • 
Major Wallace W. Dawson, Fighter Branch, Flight Safety Research. 

The U. S. Air Force pilot fli es the best airplane 
in the world. Our uncle spares no expense to give 
us the best equipment that money can buy, pro

duced by the best brains available. But let's face it- any 
piece of machinery that has a job to do is subject to 
failures or malfunctions no matter how good it is. That's 
why at times parts of the machine go awry and don ' t do 
their assigned job. One of those parts that can malfunc
tion, and does upon occasion, is the most excellent slaved 
gyro magneti c compass system. 

As is commonl y known by one and all , thi superior 
direction indicatin g system has proved itself over thou
sands of hours of sa ti sfa ctory operation . However, in 
order for the system to give us dip, lag and precession 
free indications it must necessarily be pretty complicated. 
This complication coupl ed with the criticality of th e 
necessary electrical voltage to make the system operate 
ca n lead to malfunctions. 

Although the chances of your losin g the slaved gyro 
and Radio Magnetic Indi cator (RMI ) are remote indeed, 
it is well to know what to expect and what can be done 
with what is left. Actually, the main thing to remember 
is that there is no sweat. You could go clear across the 
good old U.S.A., sans slaved gyro and RMI and alway 
be right on course, if you had to. 

The slaved gyro and the RMI both receive their indi
cations from a single, direction sensing system so if 
trouble occurs an ywhere in the system, both electric com
passes will give the same erroneous indications. 

On e common malfunction is blowing of a % amp fuse 
in the transmitter unit. With this fuse blown, the circuit 
is interrupted and th e compasses are no longer "slaved" 
Lo the earth's lines of magnetic force. Without this slaving 
action , the compasses will follow the principles of a free 
gyro in space. 

A free gyro will drift, due to gimbal ring unbalance, 
precession, rotation of the earth and bearing friction. 
Consequently, the error between the electric compasses 
and the standby magnetic compass will increase as the 
fli ght progresses. 

If the slaved gyro, the RMI and the magneti c compass 
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a 11 agree before takeoff but later a good sized difference 
appears, na turally you should land as soon as possible 
and get it fixed. If, when you notice the difference, you 
just have to go on through to get to some place to land 
as soon as possibl e, here' how you can do it. 

Don' t trust the headings of the slaved gyro and the 
RMI ; use only the standby magneti c compass for heading 
information. The electric instruments can be used like 
the old directional gyro however , when you need to make 
a turn of a certain number of degrees . This can be hard 
to do on some headings on the mag compass alone. 

· Also, and thi s is important, the vertical bar of the 
l D-249 wi ll still operate normally. In other words, set 
up th e desired radial in the course window of the lD-249 
and , using the magnetic compass for heading information, 
turn the aircraft to intersect this radial. A usual , when 
you are on the radial , the vertical bar is centered. 

The Number One needl e of the RMI which is hooked up 
to the bird dog is not affected in any way; it still points 
to the station tuned in. 

The Number Two needle of the RMI points to th e co r
rect heading that will make good a co~1rse to the Omni 
station tuned in but, and it's a big but, the RMI card is 
not indicating the correct heading of the airplane as we 
have proved by checkin g it with the standby magnetic 
compass. So where do we tand? 

Set the desired course in the course window of the 
lD-24.9. Using the standby magneti c compass for heading 
information, turn the aircraft to intersect this heading. 
The slaved gyro and/ or the RMI can be used to measure 
the amount of turn, but don't trust their headings . As 
lon g as the vertical bar of the lD-249 is centered, you 
are on the radial you have selected. 

When you get close in , turn on the bird dog and line 
up the Number One needle; it will point to the station. 
Land as soon as possible and get it fixed. 

So, if you look down some fine day and the magnetic 
compass doe n' t agree with either the slaved gyro or the 
RMI, don't panic. Just use the foregoing procedure and 
you' ll not on ly get there safely, but you may learn some
thing to boot! A 
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Since 7 820, historians, savants, 

sculptors and art students have 

been engaged in speculation 
about the original position of 

Venus de Milo 's arms. We believe 

that the photographer who did 

this study might be iust as right 

as anyone in his interpretation. 

At any rate you must admit that 

the effect is pleasing and Julia 

Adams was never more beautiful. 

Until the arms are also found 

on the Island of Milos in the sunny 

Sea of Crete, people will specu

late on the unfortunate incident 

that lost the arms of the Venus. 

It could have been that some 

ancient warrior captain was en

trusted to hide the statue of the 

Goddess when some enemy sail 

appeared on the horizon. We 

can picture him taking his detail 

of men, removing Venus from her 

pedestal, and hastily transport

ing her to a hidden cave. In the 

confusion, proper safeguards 

were not observed and the arms 

were shorn away and cast aside. 

It is always thus when haste is 

substituted for good procedures. 

A valuable property is damaged 

and the people left behind must 

suffer- even as they suffer as a 
result of aircraft accidents . 
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Now Mal's above the. common herd, 
He never stops to check his bird . 

New crewchiefs have been known to goof, 
This lad with Mal is living proof. 
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Behold our Mal the Pilot bold 
He flies his plane when he is told. 

Just kick the tires and greet the chief, 
Our Mal is not the lad to beef. 

So underchecked and overtorqued, 
Between the two they blow the cork. 
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